Abstract. It is shown that the commutator subgroup of the free simplicial group on the circle has a simplicial Schreier system and is a free simplicial group on a pointed simplicial set.
1. Simplicial Schreier systems. Let K be a pointed simplicial set, F = FK be the free simplicial group on K as defined by J. Milnor [11] (see also the appendix of [2] ). The face and degeneracy operators d¡, s¡ are the homomorphic extensions of those in K. Let K W F be the inclusion and H c F be a simplicial subgroup. Definition 1.1. A (two-sided) simplicial Schreier system for the cosets of a (normal) subgroup H in F is a subcomplex S of F such that for each n > 0, Sn is a (two-sided) Schreier system (Hall [7] ) for the cosets of Hn in F". That is:
(i) each coset of F"/Hn contains exactly one element of S";
(ii) the identity e" G S";
(iii) if x'1 • • • xfm is a reduced word in S", then x,e' • • • x,E* for 1 < k < m (and x£ • • • x/* for 1 < h < k < m) is again in S". Proposition 1.2. // S is a simplicial Schreier system for the cosets of H in F, then the map tp: F'/ H -> F, which sends a coset to its unique representative in S, is a simplicial section of the natural map tt: F'-* F'/ H. Proof. For x E F", let y"(H"x) = a G S". Then H"x n S" = [a). Let H.-M*) n Vi = W C $,_,. Then dt(H"x n S") G H"_x(d¡X) n S"_x = {b}, i.e. d¡a = b. Hence d¡(p"(H"x) = <p"_xd¡(Hnx). Similarly s¡q>n = %+ls¡.
Clearly tt"<p" = id on F"/H". O Proof. Let L" = [yx<pH(Hyx)~x: y G S", x G K"}. The usual NielsenSchreier Theorem (Hall [7] ) shows that L"\{e") is an algebraically free basis for H" for each n > 0.
Since <p is simplicial, by Proposition 1.2, it follows that L is stable under face and degeneracy operators, i.e. L is a subcomplex of F for which H = FL. D Remark 1.4. Simplicial Schreier systems do not always exist, contrary to the algebraic case (Hall [7] ) since simplicial subgroups of free simplicial groups are not always free simplicial ( [6] , [9] , and [2]). For example, F. Clarke [3] has shown that the commutator subgroup [FSn, FSn] of FS" is not free for n > 1. In fact it is easy to see in this case that there is no simplicial section of the natural projection Theorem 5.12]), FS" has the homotopy type of 0S"+X [8] , and tt* maps the fundamental class x G H"(K(Z, n); Z/2) to the generator y G H"(OS"+x; Z/2). Now x2 t¿ 0 for n > 1 but>>2 = 0, so tt*(x2) = 0.
Even if H c F is a free simplicial subgroup, then H may not have a simplicial Schreier system; this can be shown as follows: Let / = [0, 1] be the unit interval considered as a simplicial set with three nondegenerate simplices, a in dimension 1 and e, f in dimension 0 with d0a = e, dxa «■/; e is the base point. Consider H = F{e,f) G FI, the free simplicial subgroup of FI generated by/. Suppose S c FI is a simplicial Schreier system for H in FI; then, by Proposition 1.2, the map <p is a simplicial section of the natural map
FI^" FI/H. This would imply that FI s H X FI/H (as simplicial sets)
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On the other hand if G is a simplicial group and FG -VGis the unique homomorphism such that pr\ = id, then clearly i\G c FG is a simplicial Schreier system for the kernel of p. In fact ker/7 s F(G f\ G) [5] .
We can construct a simplicial Schreier system for the commutator subgroup of FK if K can be simplicially ordered in the following way: Definition 1.5. Let K be a pointed simplicial set with base point en = s^e. Then K is said to be simplicially ordered if there exists a total ordering on Kn\{e") such that Kn \ {«?"} -»* Kn+X \ {en+x} is order preserving and if x < y in K" \ {en) implies d¡x < d¡y unless d¡x = e"_, or d¡y = e"_x.
In §2 we will construct a simplicial ordering on the 1-sphere, Sx. Proof. If/ < n -2, then x, = s"_xXj in K". Hence
while if x"_x = s"_2x"_2 in K"+l, then *n-34*"-2 if Ï < rt -2, where x, E (Sx)", 0 < j < 71 -1, and tc, e Z. It is easy to check that/7 is a simplicial map which identifies X with Sx A ASX/T where T = /7~'(e), that is
